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ATTACHMENT 2
South Portland Bus Service Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
Goal Setting Methodology FY 2023 2025
DBE Goal: The overall DBE goal derived by the methodology is 1.02% of all Federal funds
received in any of the three fiscal years covered by this Plan.

Step 1. Determine the Base Figure Availability of Ready, Willing, and able DBEs.
SPBS begins its goal setting process by determining a base figure for the relative availability of DBEs.
SPBS will use the following approach toward determining the base figure:
SPBS will determine the number of ready, willing and able (RWA) DBEs in its market from the State of
Maine
DBE Directory. It will also use the Census Bureau's County Business Pattern (CBP) data
base, to determine the number of all ready, willing and able businesses available in its market that
perform work in the same NAICS codes. The goal will be calculated by dividing the total number of
DBEs by the number of all businesses to derive a base figure for the relative availability of DBEs in
market area (MA). These calculations are included in the table on the next page.
2019 County Business Patterns: https://www.census.gov/data/datasets/2019/econ/cbp/2019 cbp.html
Maine DBE Directory: http://www.maine. gov/mdot/civilrights/dbe/
Base figure = Total RWA DBEs in SPBS MA / Total firms in SPBS MA or,
SPBS Base Figure = 28/2758 = 1.02%
SPBS also applied various weights for each funding category to ensure the base figure is as accurate as
possible. The first weighted method computed availability of DBEs for each NAICS category. The total
DBE contractable dollars are divided by the total contracting dollars and expressed as a percentage.
Weight of Expenditures by DBE Availability = Total Estimated DBE Expenditures / Total
Expenditures or,
$8,204/1907,410 = .43%
The second method multiplied the percent of each NAICS category amount as a percentage of the total
expenditures and multiplied that amount by the percentage of DBE availability by NAICS category and
then totaled the weighted amounts and expressed as a percentage.
Sum(Percent of Total Expenditure by NAICS Category x Percent of DBE Availability by NAICS) = .42%
SPBS will use the highest of the three calculations, or the base figure of 1.02%.

Step 2. Adjusting the Base Figure.
26.43(d) states
you have calculated a base figure, you must examine all of the evidence available
in your jurisdiction to determine what adjustment, if any is needed to the base figure in order to arrive
at your overall
There are many types of evidence that must be considered when adjusting the base figure. These
include: Volume of work performed by DBEs in recent years; evidence from disparity studies;
differences in local market if using another agencies goal; anticipated subcontract opportunities.
SPBS has examined all of the evidence available in its jurisdiction to determine what adjustment, if
any, is needed to the base figure to arrive at overall goal. That evidence included:
There have been no disparity studies in South Portland;
There is no rational basis for utilizing the DBE goal of another transit agency;
There have been no disparity studies in Maine on the ability of DBEs to get transit contracts;
There is no data on self employment, education, training and union apprenticeship programs
relative to transit contracts;
There is no data available in Maine relative to past discrimination in transit contracts.
SPBS has not had exceeded
threshold of $250,000 requiring a goal for the last 3 years.
For that reason, we will not consider historical data for adjusting our base goal.
Based on the above evidence and a review of the requirements of §26.45, the SPBS will not adjust
its base goal figure of 1.02%.

Overall Goal Calculation
SPBS has determined a goal percentage figure in accordance with this section and applies it to all FTA
funds (exclusive of FTA funds to be used for the purchase of transit vehicles) that it will expend in FTA
assisted contracts in the three fiscal years covered by this Plan.
SPBS will project its goals for the three years covered by this Plan. It will also submit updates to its
three year overall goals during the three year period to which it applies, in order to reflect changed
circumstances by October 1st of any given Federal fiscal year for
approval.
FFY 2023 2025 for each year is 1.02%

Determining the Race/Gender Neutral and Race/Gender Conscious Split.
The SPBS will meet its DBE Goal entirely through race/gender neutral means based on the following
analysis. The number of firms, or contract opportunities, listed in the table above represents every
budget line item contract opportunity included in the FFY 23 budget and projected budgets (FFY 24 and
25) as well as existing and pending FTA capital, operating and planning grants. Further, the SPBS overall

DBE goal as determined in Steps 1 and 2, above, is based on demonstrable evidence of the availability
of ready, willing and able DBEs relative to all businesses ready, willing and able to participate on its
DOT assisted contracts. The goal reflects
determination of the level of DBE participation it
would expect absent the effects of discrimination. The SPBS standard operating procedure used to
meet our goal on a race/gender neutral basis is as follows.
For every contracting or vendor opportunity, SPBS staff refers to the MaineDOT Certified List of DBEs to
see if in fact there is a DBE available to provide the service or product. Any such firm identified is
included in the procurement notification process. Finally, all RFPs include the FTA required DBE
participation language to encourage DBEs to propose as prime contractors and/or to utilize DBE sub
contractors.

Public Participation and Outreach
SPBS shared the DBE Program with the Maine Department of Transportation Civil Rights Office for
posting and/or distribution to Maine certified DBEs. SPBS also emailed to local DBE firms that have
worked with SPBS in the past requesting commemts.
The following ad was published in the June 3, 2022 edition of the Portland Press Herald, a local general
circulation newspaper as well as on the City of South Portland website, newsletter, social media and at
City Hall.
CITY OF SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE: NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS
ENTERPRISE (DBE) GOAL
In accordance with US DOT regulation 49 CFR Part 26, the City of South Portland Bus Service (SPBS) is updating
its DBE Program and Goal for its non vehicle Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funded projects for Federal
Fiscal Years 2023, 2024 and 2025 with a goal of 1.02% DBE participation.
The updated documentation is available for inspection between 8am 4pm Monday through Friday at the SPBS
office for a period of 30 days following the date of this notice. Please contact:
Donna Tippett
SPBS Director
929 Highland Ave
South Portland, ME 04106
207 767 5556
dtippett@southportland.org
web: www.sopobus.org
Comments may also be sent directly to the Federal Transit Administration by contacting:
Ms. Margaret Griffin
Civil Rights Officer, Region I
Federal Tramsit Administration
55 Broadway Suite 920
Cambridge, MA 02142
Tel. (617) 494 2397

Email:Margaret.griffin@fta.dot.gov
FTA and SPBS will accept comments on this Goal for 45 days from the date of this notice

A copy of the notice and the certificate of publishing are attached as Attachment 3.
If the proposed goal changes following review by the FTA, the revised goal will be posted on the SPBS
official website.
The published and posted notices inform the public that the proposed overall goal and its
rationale are available for inspection during normal business hours at the SPBS principal office
and for a 45 day comment period. The notices of the comment period include the address to
which comments may be sent. Any significant comments received will be incorporated into a
revised goal and transmitted to FTA.
The overall goal provides for participation by all certified DBEs and is not subdivided into group
specific goals.
SPBS will begin to use its overall goal with an effective date of October 1 of the specified three
years and implement any revised goal on October 1 of the remaining two years as approved by
FTA.

